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Murine vocalizations: Experimental validation
of a novel detector

REX L. CLARKE, ROBERT F. SMITH, DON R. JUSTESEN, and CHARLES L. SHERIDAN
u.s. Veterans Administration Medical Center, Kansas City. Missouri

and

William D. CUSHMAN
University of Maryland, Baltimore, Maryland

A new deviceto detect vocalizationsby miceor rats is described.Ofmodest costand incorporat
ing integrated circuits and controls that permit rapid setting ofcenter frequency and sensitivity,
the deviceis based on phase-lockedtone decodingand can operate at sonicor ultrasonic frequen
cies.Circuit operation and schematics are provided,as are data fromtwo studies ofmice in which
reliable discrimination ofdistress and submissioncalls from backgroundnoisewas demonstrated.

Aggressive behaviorby murinespeciesis accompanied
by vocalizations, somewithinand somebeyondthe range
of humanhearing (see, e.g., Morgret, 1972; Morgret &
Dengerink, 1972). Ultimately, independent visualobser
vation by human observers must validate the occurrence
of fighting, dominance, submission, and the like, but de
tection by electronic means of sonic signals that are as
sociatedwith specificbehaviorshas obviousadvantages:
Laborcostsare reduced, and monitoring of behaviormay
take place over long periods of time without human su
pervision. Existing electronic detectors are generally
plagued by twoproblems (butsee theelaborate, computer
based systemof Paranjape, Secord, & Voss, 1983): Dis
crimination between aggression calls and background
noiseis oftenfaulty, and selectivity across the sonicspec
trum is often poor, which results in inadequatedifferen
tiationof behavior-specific vocalizations. In thispaper we
describe a relatively inexpensive, prototypal apparatus
with greater flexibility, selectivity, and noise-rejection
capability than most of its predecessors.

All the simple squeal-squeak detectors described in
the literature (Brain, Benton, Cole, & Prowse, 1980);
Davis, Perrot, & Hubbard, 1972; Harrison & Holman,
1978; Morgret & Dengerink, 1972) have utilized some
form of resistive-capacitive (RC) filter to discriminate ro
dent squeals from background noise. The RC filter cir
cuitemployed in Brainet al. (1980) and Harrison andHol
man (1978) was the Twin-T filter. The difficulty with the
Twin-T lies in its relative inflexibility; for example, six
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componentvaluesmust be changedin precise mathemat
ical ratio to shift the center frequency (fo) while retaining
goodoff-frequency rejection. The bandwidth (BW) of the
Twin-Tis a functionof how nearly these six components
approximate the mathematical ideal. If the BW is too
broad, the device is susceptible to spurious triggering.
Furthermore, there is no simple method, without exter
nal circuitry, of alteringdelay-that is, the numberof cy
cles at a frequency withinthe BWthat are neededto trig
ger the device. This problem could be resolved by a
strategy employed by Paranjape et al. (1983), who de
viseda wideband, digital, ultrasound recorder. However,
the highcostof thisdevice wouldmakeit beyond the reach
of many investigators.

We have developed a squeal detector based on the
phase-locked-loop (PLL) principle. This squeal detector
may be adjusted over a considerable range of frequen
cies by a single control. Additional features of the PLL
detector (basedon the IC-567) includebetter rejectionof
out-of-band noiseand directly adjustable BW, delay, and
sensitivity (see Signetics Corporation, 1974). The PLL
rodent-squeal detector evolved from the insight that the
problem of detecting these vocalizations is analogous to
that found in telephone systems that utilize touch-tone dial
ing: that is, tone decoding.

CIRCUIT DESIGN AND OPERATION

The circuit diagram of the squeal detector is shown in
Figure 1. The two IC-567sare PLL tonedecoders. Their
function is to turn on their respective halves of the IC
556dual timerwhenever a signal within thedetection band
is received from the amplifier. The fo of the IC-567s
is comparedwith the inputfrequency to determine if there
will be an output. This fo is adjustable (by the lO-kO
frequency-adjusting rheostat) from 1.8 to 11.0 kHz. This
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Figure 1. Circuit diagram of a two-cbannel murine squeal detector. For maximal eftlciency, the center frequencies of the two decoders

should bracket the dominant frequency of the target vocalization. (All resistances are given in ohms.)

range should be more than adequate to optimize the de
tection of squeals from mice of any given strain.

The detection BW is that frequency range centered
about fo within which an input signal above some threshold
value will induce an output from the tone decoders. A
BW from zero to about 14% of fD is achievable with the
IC-567 (Signetics Corporation, 1974). The values of the
external components shown in Figure 1 produce a BW
near 12% of fo, given a Yin :s200 mV rms.

All components were mounted on three phenolic PC
boards (5.4 X 3.8 em) by standard point-to-pointsoldered
connections. The entire circuit was mounted on stand-off
insulators inside a louvered metal cabinet (13.3 X 24.1
X 17.1 em) to provide a completely encompassing fara
day shield. The current supply for the circuit (Figure 2)

was placed inside the metal cabinet and was calibrated
for -15 and +15 V with respect to ground.

The IC-567s were calibrated by placing the squeal de
tector's crystal microphone (Realistic Model 331(0)
12 ern from a speaker (Realistic 40-248)-the nominal
mouse-to-microphone distance within the test cage. The
speaker was connected to a Hewlett-Packard HP-204D
audio oscillator and Heathkit IM-411O frequency coun
ter. The oscillator frequency was first set at 3.35 kHz,
which approximates the dominant frequency of the squeals
found during observed social aggression in the CD-l
mouse (Figure 3). The oscillator gain was calibrated to
produce the same average reading on the VU meter of
a Realistic SCT-2 cassette recorder that was produced by
squealing mice at an equal distance when the same micro-
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The fo of the second tone decoder was set at 3.85 kHz
via the HP-204 oscillator and the IM-4l1O frequency
counter. This PLL was used to detect signals of the type
produced by tailpinch (Figure 4).

The final adjustments to the IC-567s involved setting
the sensitivity potentiometers while mouse squeals of the
appropriate type were placed on the SCT-2 cassette
recorder. These recordings were subjected to spectro
graphic analysis (Voice Identification, Inc., spectrograph,
700 Series, International Radio and Electronics Corpo
ration) in production of data for Figures 3 and 4.
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Figure 4. Sound spectrographs of tailpinch-elicited squeals of two
CD-1 mice.

TAIL-PINCH INDUCED SQUEALS

OF TWO CD-I MICE

SOCIAL - AGGRESSION -INDUCED SQUEALS

OF FOUR CD-I MICE

Figure 2. Circuit diagram of power supply. The power supply is
a multipurpose laboratory instrument capable, with suitable heat
sinking, of supplying current to I.S A at 0.3% load regulation
(0.01% line regulation).

Method
Fifty male albino mice of the CD-I strain were housed in groups of

five in standard 26 X 15 x 12.5 em mousecagesin theAnimal Research
Facility of the Veterans Administration Medical Center. Kansas City,
Missouri. Purina Lab Chow and water were continuouslyavailable, in
cluding during periods whenbehavioral observationswere made. Dur
ing numeroustrials, we verified that the noise made by contact of these
pellets with cage walls and floor or by movementsof the mice would
not actuate either PLL of the squeal detector when they were properly
adjusted as to fo and sensitivity. The temperature of theroomswasmain
tained at 24± J.5 0 C, and a 12:12 light:dark schedule (lights off at
1200 h) was employed.

Allexperiments wereconducted in an anechoic chamber(0.9 x 1.4 m)
under red light beginning at 1200 h each day and extending to 1200 h
of the followingday. The test cage itself was 20.8 x 14.6 x 11.5 em
and was composedof IO-mm-thick Plexiglas; a perforated lid was con
structed of the same material. On the cage lid was an all-glass water
bottle and a crystal microphone in a foam-rubber socket. The micro
phonewas attachedvia coaxialcable to the PLL squealdetector, which
was located outside the anechoic chamber. The floor of the test cage
was covered with - 28 g of wood shavings. The test cage rested on
topof theremoteantenna of a LKBAnimexactivity monitor(TypeDSE),
which was also located outside the anechoic chamber.

The CD-I mice were received as a group at 9 weeks of age and were
assigned randomly to one of 10 cages (five mice per cage). Previous
pilotexperiments by the authorshaveconfirmedthat crowdingproduces
intraspecific aggression in theCD-I mouse,as it does in animalsof other
murine strains and species (Calhoun, 1948; Crew & Mirskaia, 1931).
After 3 weeks, one or more animals in each cage showed clear signs
(woundsand defurred spots)of being the target for aggressionby more
dominantmice (Bertilson, Mead, Morgret, & Dengerink, 1977; Long,
1972; Scott, 1966; Scott & Fredericson, 1951).

At this time, the behavioral measures commenced. A group of mice
was selected at random, and all five members of a single cage were
pickedup individually by their tails and placed in a clean test cage with
fresh wood shavings and 10 g of Purina Lab Chow. The test cage was
then placed on top of the remote antenna of the LKB activity monitor,
the microphone and waterbottlewere installed, and theanechoic chamber
was closed for 24 h. Fresh air and masking noise inside the chamber
were provided by a blower attached to the chamber's outer wall. The
rate of air flow at the blower's input baffle was I m1sec as measured
by a Kurz Model 44IM air-velocity meter.

The outputs from the LKB monitor and the squeal detector were
directed through stepping relays (controlled by a I-h clock) to banks
of counters. These counters provided frequency counts of activity and
squeals in I-h blocks across the 24 h.

OBSERVATIONAL STUDY 1

Results
We found that mice of the CD-l strain emit a few spon

taneous squeals of the type seen in the sound spectrograph
in Figure. 4. These squeals are not prompted by
experimenter-induced physical annoyance (tailpinch). The
animals appear to emit these squeals under conditions of
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phone was used (Model 33100). The volume-control
potentiometer in the amplifier section of the squeal de
tector was adjusted to provide an output of 200 mV at
terminal 3 of the IC-567s, as measured by a Heathkit IM
102 digital multimeter. The center frequency (fo) of the
first PLL was set via the frequency-adjust rheostat to cor
respond to the HP-204 frequency (i.e., 3.35 kHz).
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fined to sonic frequencies. The IC-567 is capable of
operating with an fo anywhere between 0.01 and 500 kHz
(Signetics Corporation, 1974). Only changes in the micro
phone, amplifier, and the tuning resistor-capacitor of the
IC-567 would be necessary to convert the circuit in Figure
I to an ultrasonic detector (Pye & Flinn, 1964).

A less obvious use of the tone decoder is as an activity
detector. If, for example, a few connecting capacitors
were increased in value in the amplifier, and if the fo were
set at about 100 Hz, a very serviceable and inexpensive
activity detector would be created if the subjects were
placed on an inherently noisy substrate, such as Sanicel
litter.

Finally, we would like to comment on the finding that
the murine squeal, at least in mice of the CD-I strain,
is not so simple a vocalization as has been surmised. It
should not be surprising if vocalizations conveyed infor
mation about an animal's emotional state, even in Mus
musculus; Noirot (1974) found, for example, that ultra
sounds emitted by chilled, inaccessible pups induced vir
gin female mice to build larger, better insulated nests.

The PLL squeal detector appears to solve many of the
problems that have plagued its predecessors
hypersensitivity to out-of-band noise, complexity, exces
sive bandwidth, and lack of ready control of center fre
quency. Its capabilities, however, are by no means con-

Results
The squeals emitted during social aggression are much

more complex than the rather narrow-banded squeals in
duced by tailpinch. In pattern, the vocalizations that oc
cur during aggression resemble a human fricative speech
sound that contains dominant frequencies imbedded in
wide-spectrum noise (Ghiselli & LaRiviere, 1977). The
reliable detection of these complex vocalizations is facili
tated by the dual-channel PLL. Since maximal BW is
limited in the IC-567, a single-channel detector could not
span all the dominant frequencies found in many of these
squeals. A measure of the success of the PLL detector
in detection of broadband signals may be seen in Figure 5,
which reveals a high correlation between activity and oc
currence of squeals.

OBSERVATIONAL STUDY 2

Method
The same 50 CD-l mice were used that had been used in the previ

ous study. Conditions were identical, except that the fosand sensitivity
settings of the squeal detector were changed.

Because of the small number of fright calls overall, it was evident
that a more efficient device would result if we simply ignored the fright
calls and accepted a few spurious submission squeals during the first
few hours in a strange cage. Accordingly, the fos were reset at 3.4 and
3.9 kHz, respectively, and sensitivity was maintained at a high level.
The output relays were paralleled to form an OR circuit. When a stan
dard tape recording of CD-l mice was made during observer-verified
social aggression and was played to the detector's microphone, a total
of 93 %of the mean number of submission squeals (122) was recorded
on the mechanical counter (squeals counted by three independent ob
servers yielded a z-averaged r of .86).

GENERAL DISCUSSION

stress or fright not usually precipitated by a conspecific.
In a pilot experiment, even isolated mice were observed
to emit a few of these calls during the first few hours in
a new cage. After a survey of the conditions that elicited
the vocalizations shown in Figure 4 (handling, new or un
familiar cage, tailpinch delivered by the experimenter),
we settled on the term "fright call" as best fitting the cir
cumstances.

Because squeals of the form shown in Figure 3 were
emitted by the targets of aggression by a conspecific, we
dubbed these "submission calls," as have other re
searchers using different strains of mice (Brain et al.,
1980).

When viewed against the background of the highly fre
quent emission of the submission call during a 24-h period
by a group of CD-I mice, the number of fright calls is
insignificant-a fraction of one percent. These fright calls
are attributable either to stress induced previously by han
dling or to the unfamiliar environment of the test cage.
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